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Abstract The cloud CDN has been exploited as a cost-eﬀective and elastic way
for video streaming, where the content providers only pay for resources (e.g., bandwidth, storage, Web service) that they use. As a server-client solution, the cost
on the content providers, especially the bandwidth cost for delivering videos from
the cloud to the users, is still high. To further mitigate the content distribution
cost, it is promising to deploy the P2P streaming technology in conjunction with a
cloud CDN, to construct a hybrid P2P-cloud CDN system. In this paper, we focus
on optimal, locality-aware video-on-demand streaming solutions in a hybrid P2Pcloud CDN system, which achieve the best tradeoﬀ between the costly bandwidth
consumption on the cloud servers and the undesirable inter-ISP traﬃc incurred in
the entire system. Especially, we characterize the demanded upload bandwidth in
the cloud CDN and the incurred inter-ISP traﬃc through a number of stochastic and optimization models. We ﬁrst apply a loss network model to derive the
needed bandwidth capacity in the cloud CDN under any given chunk distribution
pattern among the peer caches and any streaming request dispatching strategy
among the ISPs, and derive the optimal peer caching and request dispatching
strategies which minimize the bandwidth demand on the cloud CDN. We then
investigate the necessary volume of inter-ISP traﬃc required to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth, as well as the impact of limiting the inter-ISP traﬃc on the
cloud bandwidth consumption. Based on the fundamental insights from our models and analytical results, we design a locality-aware, hybrid P2P-cloud streaming
protocol, and validate its performance using extensive simulations under realistic
settings.
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1 Introduction

Owing to the cost eﬀectiveness and elasticity of the cloud computing paradigm,
more and more content providers start to exploit a cloud-based content distribution
network (CDN) for content delivery, e.g., Sohu Video [Soh(http://tv.sohu.com)],
PPLive [PPL(http://www.pplive.tv)]. A cloud CDN, e.g., Amazon CloudFront [Clo(http://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront/)], delivers contents using a global network of edge clouds, and automatically redirects requests for contents to the nearest edge cloud. Utilizing a cloud CDN is an easy way to distribute contents to end
users with low latency and high data transfer speeds, while content providers pay
only for what they use in terms of upload bandwidth, storage, and Web services
over time.
Nevertheless, cloud-based content distribution is by nature a server-client solution, where the bandwidth consumption on the cloud servers increases signiﬁcantly
with the scale-up of the content distribution system. Based on the current pricing models of cloud systems [Clo(http://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront/#pricing)],
the charges on incoming and outgoing traﬃc into and out of a cloud system are
still quite high, leading to non-negligible, high bandwidth costs at the content
providers.To further mitigate the content distribution cost, it has been promising
to employ the peer-to-peer (P2P) technology in conjunction with a cloud CDN,
to construct a hybrid P2P-cloud CDN system. Exploiting peers’ mutual resource
contribution, P2P content distribution enables signiﬁcant reduction on bandwidth
usage on the cloud servers. On the other hand, P2P content distribution can bring
large volumes of inter-ISP traﬃc among regular network users, which signiﬁcantly
adds to the traﬃc relay cost of the Internet service providers (ISPs) [Inc.(2010)],
risking ISPs’ packet ﬁltering and rate throttling. Hence, it is desirable to design a
locality-aware P2P content distribution protocol in conjunction with a cloud CDN,
where unnecessary inter-ISP traﬃc is reduced, while the bandwidth demand on
the cloud servers is minimized.
A number of locality-aware P2P content distribution designs have been proposed, most of which advocate to connect peers to nearby neighbors in the same
AS or ISP, in order to reduce inter-ISP traﬃc [Xie et al(2008)Xie, Yang, Krishnamurthy, Liu, and Silberschatz] [Picconi and Massoulie(2009)] [Magharei et al(2009)Magharei,
Rejaie, Hilt, Rimac, and Hofmann]. Nonetheless, it is still left unknown what the
relationship is between traﬃc localization and bandwidth consumption on the
dedicated content distribution servers: How does the bandwidth demand on the
servers change when the inter-ISP traﬃc is restricted to diﬀerent levels? Given
that content caching is a key component in P2P content distribution, what are
the best caching strategies and request dispatching strategies, such that both the
minimum inter-ISP traﬃc and the minimum server bandwidth consumption are
achieved? The answers to these questions are critical for the design of a hybrid
P2P-cloud content distribution protocol.
In this paper, we investigate optimal, locality-aware video-on-demand (VoD)
streaming solutions in a hybrid P2P-cloud CDN system, which achieve the best
tradeoﬀ between the costly bandwidth consumption on the cloud servers and the
undesirable inter-ISP traﬃc incurred in the entire system. Especially, we char-
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acterize the demanded upload bandwidth from the cloud CDN and the incurred
inter-ISP traﬃc through a number of stochastic and optimization models. We ﬁrst
apply a loss network model to derive the needed bandwidth capacity in the cloud
CDN under any given chunk distribution pattern among the peer caches and any
streaming request dispatching strategy among the ISPs, and derive the optimal
peer caching and request dispatching strategies which minimize the bandwidth demand from the cloud CDN. We then investigate the necessary volume of inter-ISP
traﬃc required to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth, as well as the impact of
limiting the inter-ISP traﬃc on the cloud bandwidth consumption. Based on the
fundamental insights from our models and analytical results, we design a localityaware, hybrid P2P-cloud streaming protocol, and validate its performance using
extensive simulations under realistic settings.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We present the system
model of hybrid P2P-cloud VoD streaming in Sec. 2. A loss network model is
applied to derive the cloud bandwidth demand under any given chunk distribution
and request dispatching strategy in Sec. 3, and the optimal conditions for peer
caching and request dispatching to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth are
discussed in Sec. 4. We analyze the tradeoﬀ between inter-ISP traﬃc and cloud
bandwidth consumption in Sec. 5. We design a hybrid P2P-cloud VoD streaming
protocol in Sec. 6, and perform simulation studies in Sec. 7. Related work are
discussed in Sec. 8. Finally, Sec. 9 concludes the paper.

2 System Model and Notation

We consider a hybrid P2P-cloud VoD streaming system spanning M ISPs. The
content provider stores its videos on the edge cloud in each of the ISPs, and
uses the Web service of the edge cloud to serve videos to the requesting users
(peers). P2P streaming technique is employed by each peer, which contributes
upload bandwidth to serve other peers, and always tries to download the video
chunks it needs from other peers ﬁrst. When a peer can not obtain the requested
chunks from other peers (due to lack of availability or bandwidth in the P2P
overlay), it downloads them from the edge cloud in the same ISP. Fig. 1 illustrates
the hybrid P2P-cloud VoD streaming system.
Multiple videos are provided in the VoD system. The videos are divided into
chunks for storage and advertising to peer neighbors [Feng et al(2010)Feng, Li,
and Liam]. We assume that the streaming playback rates of all videos are the
same, and each chunk corresponds to one unit of playback time. Since a peer
can watch any chunk in any video at a time, we consider the distribution of an
aggregate collection of J = |C| chunks, C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cJ }, regardless of which
videos they belong to. Since the storage cost in a cloud platform is typically quite
low [S3P(http://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/)], we assume that each edge cloud
caches all the chunks, while the bandwidth usage at each edge cloud should be
minimized.
Let Fm be the edge cloud that is located in ISP m, 1 ≤ m ≤ M . Let Ψ denote
the total upload bandwidth consumption in the cloud CDN, which is equivalent
to the average number of chunks peers download from the cloud CDN in a unit
time. Let Nm be the total number of peers in ISP m, which have installed the P2P
VoD software. The average upload bandwidth among peers in ISP m is Um . At
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Fig. 1 A hybrid P2P-cloud VoD streaming system.

any time, a peer is either in the VoD streaming system or oﬄine. We say that a
peer is active when it participates in the streaming, and inactive when it is oﬄine.
Let π0 denote the probability that a peer is inactive. The probability that a peer is
active is 1 − π0 . The average numbers of active and inactive peers are Nm (1 − π0 )
and Nm π0 , respectively.

2.1 Peer Cache States
Each peer has a buﬀer which can cache at most B chunks. There are in total
W = J !/(J − B )! possible cache states, each of which is a permutation of B chunks
from the overall J chunks in the system. We associate each possible cache state with
a base-(J +1) number, e.g., cache state (cJ , cJ−1 , . . . , cJ−B +2 , cJ−B +1 ) is associated
with the number J (J +1)B−1 +(J −1)(J +1)B−2 +. . .+(J −B +2)(J +1)+(J −B +1).
We can hence order cache states in the ascending order according to these numbers.
Let si denote the ith cache state in this order, and W be the set of all diﬀerent
(i )
cache states, with W = |W|. Let Nm be the number of active peers with cache state
si in ISP m, and γi be the stationary probability that a peer’s cache is in state si .
∑
In the entire system, the proportion of peers caching chunk cj is ρj = i:cj ∈si γi ,
and the number of peers caching chunk cj in ISP m is Nm ρj .

2.2 Chunk Request
Without loss of generality, suppose the video playback rate is 1 chunk per unit
time. Active peers send out requests for interested chunks at a rate equal to the
video playback rate, and each chunk can be downloaded using 1 unit of upload
bandwidth in a unit time. This assumption is reasonable when we practically focus
on a system where the overall peer upload bandwidth is not enough to support the
streaming at all the peers, and thus extra bandwidth provisioning from the edge
clouds are needed. In this case, using a larger request rate than the playback rate
and buﬀering chunks in advance may add to the bandwidth usage in edge clouds,
leading to an increased operating cost, which is not necessary.
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Suppose the number of peers Nm in each ISP m is much larger than 1. The
request generation process at each active peer in the ISP can be considered as
a general renewal process with relative small intensity. According to the PalmKhintchine theorem [Heyman and Sobel(2004)], the aggregate requests for chunks
generated by all peers in ISP m can be approximately as a Poisson Process, with
a request rate Nm (1 − π0 ).
We assume peers have the same chunk preference distribution. Let (π1 , . . . , πJ )
denote the chunk preference distribution, πj denotes the stationary probability
that a peer in the VoD system requests chunk j , j = 1, . . . , J . We assume that the
probability that the requested chunk cj is in the peer’s cache (i.e., in the case that
a peer replays a previously downloaded chunk) equals to the proportion of peers
caching chunk cj , i.e., ρj . When a chunk is not cached at a peer, the peer issues
a chunk request to download it from others. The request rate for chunk j arising
from peers in ISP m, which leads to the download traﬃc, is rm,j = Nm πj (1 − ρj ) =
Nm (πj − πj ρj ). The overall request rate for all chunks generated by peers in ISP
∑J
∑J
∑M
m, is rm = j =1 rm,j = Nm j =1 πj (1 − ρj ) = Nm (1 − π0 − j =1 πj ρj ).
The chunk requests from ISP m can be served by peers in the same ISP or
other ISPs. Let alm be the proportion of chunk requests sent from ISP l to ISP m.
The number of requests for chunk j dispatched into ISP m in one unit time (i.e.,
∑
the request rate) is M
alm rl,j . The overall request rate sent into ISP m, for all
∑J ∑l=1
∑
M
the chunks, is j =1 l=1 alm rl,j = M
l=1 alm rl .
In our model, the distribution (π0 , π1 , . . . , πJ ) could be time varying. This could
capture the peer churning in the real P2P system.

2.3 Cloud Bandwidth Usage
VoD streaming is delay-sensitive. When a chunk request dispatched into an ISP
cannot be served by peers in that ISP, the requester will download the chunk from
the edge cloud located in its own ISP. Let Lm,j be the miss rate of requests for
chunk j in ISP m, i.e., the steady-state probability that a request for chunk j
distributed to ISP m is resent to an edge cloud. The average miss rate of requests
sent to ISP m is:
∑J
Lm =

j=1

Lm,j
∑M

∑M

l=1

l=1

alm rl,j

alm rl

.

(1)

The chunk requests resent to edge clouds incur upload bandwidth usage from
the cloud CDN, to serve the requested chunks. We compute the overall bandwidth
usage at the cloud CDN as the average number of chunk requests sent to the edge
clouds per unit time:

Ψ=

M ∑
J ∑
M
∑
l=1 j =1 m=1

rl,j alm Lm,j =

M
∑
m=1

Lm

M
∑
l=1

alm rl .

(2)
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Table 1 Important Notations
N
M
Nm
(i)
Nm
Fm
Um
C
A
J
B
W
W
π0
πj
ρj
rm,j
alm
rl
Lm,j
Lm
Ψ
Tm
T

total number of peers in the system.
number of ISPs.
number of peers in ISP m.
number of active peers in ISP m with cache state si .
the nearest edge cloud to peers in ISP m.
average peer upload bandwidth in ISP m.
the set of all chunks shared in VoD system.
any subset of C.
the number of chunks shared in VoD.
one peer’s cache size.
the set of all possible cache states of peers.
the number of diﬀerent cache states.
the probability that a peer is inactive.
the probability that a peer requests chunk j.
the proportion of peers that have cached chunk j.
request rate for chunk j generated by peers in ISP m.
the fraction of requests routed from ISP l to ISP m.
the total rate of requests generated by peers in ISP l.
the miss rate for chunk j in ISP m.
the average chunk miss rate in ISP m.
the total upload bandwidth consumption in the cloud
CDN.
the inter-ISP traﬃc ﬂowing out of ISP m.
the total inter-ISP traﬃc in the system.

2.4 Inter-ISP Traﬃc
When peers in one ISP serve chunk requests from other ISPs, inter-ISP traﬃc is
incurred. The∑inter-ISP traﬃc per unit time for ISP m to send chunks to other
ISPs is Tm = M
l=1,l̸=m alm rl (1 −Lm ), i.e., the number of requests from other ISPs
served
by
ISP
m. The overall amount of inter-ISP traﬃc in the entire system is
∑M
T = m=1 Tm .
For ease of reference, important notation in this paper is summarized in Table
1.

3 Relating Cloud Bandwidth Demand and Cache State Distribution: A
Loss Network Approach

We next apply a loss network model to compute the steady-state chunk miss rate
in any ISP, given the distribution of peer cache states and the number of requests
distributed to the ISP. Based on the chunk miss rate in the P2P overlay, we can
derive the total bandwidth demand from the cloud CDN. The model in this section
inspires our optimal peer cache strategies in Sec. 4.

3.1 The Loss Network Model
A classical loss network is used to model service of calls in a telephone network:
The telephone network consists of a set of links. Each link carries a number of
circuits, which is the capacity of the link. When the telephone network receives
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Table 2 Mapping Between Our VoD System and Classical Loss Network
Our VoD System
Chunk requests
Chunk request rate
A subset of chunks A ⊆ C
All subsets A containing a speciﬁc
chunk j
Total upload bandwidth of peers
caching any chunk in A

Classical Loss Network
Call requesting
Call requesting rate
A link
A route
A link’s capacity

a call, it selects some links and allocates the circuits on those links to connect
both ends of the call. The set of selected links to connect a call is called a route.
One or more circuits of some links are necessary to be connected to oﬀer a route.
If there are fewer circuits than necessary on a link for the route of a call, the
call is blocked and lost [Kelly(1991)]. The loss network model provides the loss
probability of calls on routes, and we apply it to derive the chunk miss rate in
our VoD streaming system. The acceptance and rejection of chunk requests in
our system are analogous to those of calls in a telephone network. The mapping
between our streaming system and the loss network is summarized in Table 2. A
subset of chunks A ⊆ C is mapped to a link A in the loss network. The capacity
of link A is the sum of the upload capacity of all peers whose chunk cache state
has a non-empty intersection with A. Under feasible allocation, the total upload
bandwidth for requests of chunks in A should not exceed the capacity of link
A. The system can attempt to serve a new chunk request while ensuring the
existing requests can obtain enough upload bandwidth, by reallocating the upload
bandwidth in the P2P overlay. For each chunk j , the set of links A that contain
j form a route Pj . A request for chunk j will consume one unit capacity from
every link in this route Pj , i.e., one unit capacity from any subset A that contains
chunk j . If any link A containing chunk j does not have available capacity, the
new arriving request for chunk j will be rejected.
Given the cache state distribution at peers, the chunk miss rate for chunk j
in ISP m, Lm,j , can be calculated as follows [Jung et al(2008)Jung, Lu, Shah,
Sharma, and Squillante]: The requests being serviced experience a delay of 1 time
unit (service time). The missed requests experience a delay of 0. The average delay
that chunk requests experience is Dm,j = (1 − Lm,j ) · 1 + Lm,j · 0 = 1 − Lm,j . Let
nm,j be the number of requests for chunk j being served concurrently in ISP m at
∑
any given time. Applying Little’s law, we can obtain E[nm,j ] = Dm,j M
l=1 alm rl,j ,
∑M
which yields Lm,j = 1 − E[nm,j ]/ l=1 alm rl,j .
Hence, the problem of deriving miss rate Lm,j is equivalent to computing the
expected value of the number of concurrently served requests, E[nm,j ]. Deﬁne the
(1)
(W )
vectors Nm = (Nm , . . . , Nm ) and nm = (nm,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J ). nm satisﬁes the
∑
∑
(i )
condition ∀A ⊆ C, cj ∈A nm,j ≤ Um i:A∩si ̸=∅ Nm . Let Nm be the set of all
available vector nm . The detailed distribution of vector nm is given as follows
[Kelly(1991)]:
π(nm ) = G(Nm )−1

J
∏
(
j=1

∑M
l=1

alm rl,j )nm,j
nm,j !
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It has been pointed out that the computational complexity of the stationary
distribution of the number of concurrently served requests is ♯P-complete in general [Jung et al(2008)Jung, Lu, Shah, Sharma, and Squillante]. One eﬃcient and
approximate approach for computing the stationary chunk miss rate is the 1-point
approximate algorithm, in which the state with the maximum probability n∗m,j is
taken as a surrogate of E[nm,j ]. Under this approximation, the error of the loss
rate Lm,j diminishes to 0 as quickly as N1m [Kelly(1991)]. We relax the integer
variable nm,j to a real variable xm,j . The following optimization problem is to
solve for the relaxed value xm,j of state n∗m,j with the maximum probability in
ISP m, 1 ≤ j ≤ J [Tan and Massoulié(2011)]:
max

J
∑

[

M
∑
alm rl,j ) − xm,j log xm,j + xm,j
xm,j log(

j=1

subject to: ∀A ⊆ C,

l=1

∑

∑

xm,j ≤ Um

cj ∈A

]

(i)

Nm .

i:A∩si ̸=∅

A denotes any subset of chunk set C . The objective function is to maximize the
probability of state xm,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J . The constraints mean that the total served
requests for a link A in the loss network should not exceed its capacity.
The derived value of xm,j is used to approximate the value of E[nm,j ], which is

a standard technique to derive the loss rate in a loss network model [Kelly(1991)]
(i )
[Tan and Massoulié(2011)]. When Nm → ∞, the loss rate obtained from the
approximation approaches that of the actual values. We can then calculate the
average chunk miss rate in ISP m as
∑J
Lm =

j=1 (1

∑
∑M
∑J
− xm,j / M
l=1 alm rl,j )
l=1 alm rl,j
j=1 xm,j
= 1 − ∑M
,
∑M
l=1 alm rl
l=1 alm rl

(3)

and the total upload bandwidth consumption in the cloud CDN according to
Eqn. (2).

3.2 Deriving Average Chunk Miss Rate
To derive a solution to the above convex optimization problem, we solve the set of
KKT conditions of the problem. Let ϵA be Lagrangian dual variables associated
with the constraints. The KKT conditions are:
∀A ⊆ C,

∑

xm,j ≤ Um

(4)

∀A ⊆ C, ϵA ≥ 0,
∑
−
xm,j ) = 0,

(5)

i:A∩si ̸=∅

∑

(i)
Nm

l=1

(6)

cj ∈A

i:A∩si ̸=∅
M
∑
alm rl,j )exp(−
xm,j = (

(i)

Nm ,

cj ∈A

∀A ⊆ C, ϵA (Um

∑

∑

ϵA ), 1 ≤ j ≤ J.

(7)

cj ∈A,A⊆C

The number of KKT conditions grows exponentially with the number of chunks,
which makes it computationally complex to solve the KKT conditions directly. Nevertheless, according to (3), in order to derive the average chunk miss rate in
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Fig. 2 The constructed graph for computing chunk miss rate.

∑
ISP m, we only need to know the optimal value of the sum, Jj=1 xm,j , which
is approximately the expected number of concurrently served chunk requests in
the ISP at any time. We next show that this number can be derived by solving
a maximum bipartite ﬂow problem, for which an eﬃcient push-relabel algorithm
exists [Negruseri et al(2009)Negruseri, Pasoi, Stanley, and Stein].
We construct a bipartite graph, with one set of J nodes representing the set
of chunks c1 , c2 , ..., cJ , and the other set of W nodes representing the set of peer
cache states s1 , s2 , ..., sW . We also add a source node S , connecting to all nodes
representing chunks, and a destination node T , connecting to all nodes representing
the cache states. An illustration of the graph is given in Figure 2. If a cache state
contains a chunk, there is a directed edge connecting the chunk to the cache state.
Let the capacity of edge (S, ci ) be the number of requests for chunk ci dispatched
∑
to ISP m per unit time, which is M
l=1 alm rl,i , and the capacity of edge (si , T ) be
the total upload bandwidth of active peers in cache state si in ISP m, which is
(i)
Nm Um . The capacity of an edge (ci , sj ), ∀ci ∈ C, ∀sj ∈ Θ, is unlimited. We then
derive the following result, with detailed proof given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. The sum of solutions of the KKT conditions (4) (5) (6) (7), i.e.,
∑J
j =1 xm,j ,

is equal to the maximum ﬂow of the constructed graph in Figure 2.

By solving the maximum ﬂow problem [Negruseri et al(2009)Negruseri, Pasoi,
∑
Stanley, and Stein] and deriving Jj=1 xm,j , we can then derive the average chunk
miss rate in ISP m, i.e., Lm , according to (3). With Lm , we can derive the total
bandwidth consumption on the cloud CDN using Eqn. (2).

4 Optimal Caching and Request Dispatching Conditions

The loss network framework enables us to calculate the bandwidth demand on the
cloud CDN, under any given cache state distribution and chunk request rates into
the ISPs. We are especially interested in the minimum cloud bandwidth needed
to sustain the P2P streaming system, under the optimal peer caching and request
distribution strategies.

4.1 Optimal Caching Condition
We deﬁne an ISP m’s workload, ηm , as the ratio of the overall
chunk request
∑
rate to the total peer upload bandwidth in the ISP, ηm = M
a
l=1 lm rl /[Nm (1 −
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π0 )Um ]. Given the request rates for diﬀerent chunks routed into the ISP (i.e.,
∑M
l=1 alm rl,j , ∀cj ∈ C ), the optimal cache state distribution should enable as many

chunk requests as possible to be served using peer upload bandwidth in the ISP.
The ideal minimum chunk miss rate in ISP m is:
Lm = max{0, 1 −

1
} = max{0,
ηm

∑M
l=1

alm rl − Um Nm (1 − π0 )
}.
∑M
l=1 alm rl

(8)

The following lemma gives the optimal cache condition ∑
in ISP m to achieve this
minimum chunk miss rate, given the chunk request rates M
l=1 alm rl,j , ∀cj ∈ C .
(i )

Lemma 1. If the numbers of active peers at cache state si in ISP m, i.e., Nm , 1 ≤
i ≤ W , satisfy the following inequalities

∀A ⊆ C,

M
∑ ∑

alm rl,j ≤ ηm Um

cj ∈A l=1

∑

(i)

Nm ,

(9)

i:A∩si ̸=∅

then the minimum chunk miss rate Lm = max{0, 1 − η1m } can be achieved in this ISP.

Lemma 1 shows that if the rate to each link A in the loss network is no greater
than ηm times its capacity, then the minimum chunk miss rate can be achieved.
The proof can be found in Appendix B. The following Lemma 2 states a concrete
optimal cache placement strategy, which satisﬁes condition (9) in Lemma 1, with
proof in Appendix C.
Lemma 2. If chunk cj is randomly cached in a proportion of ρj = Bπj peers in
ISP m, ∀cj ∈ C, then condition (9) is satisﬁed, and the minimum chunk miss rate
Lm = max{0, 1 − η1m } can be achieved in this ISP.

We also prove that the stationary cache state distribution under the Least
Recently Used (LRU) cache replacement strategy satisﬁes the optimal cache distribution proposed in Lemma 2, and therefore, a LRU peer caching strategy can
achieve the minimum chunk miss rate. This is consistent with the observations
in Wu et al.’s work [Wu and Li(2009)], which show that LRU cache replacement
performs as well as the optimal cache replacement using simulations, while we
provide rigorous theoretical proof of the property (Lemma 3) in Appendix D.
Lemma 3. If peers in ISP m apply the LRU cache replacement strategy, the minimum chunk miss rate Lm = max{0, 1 − η1m } can be achieved in this ISP in the steady
state.

Under the optimal peer caching strategies, the upload bandwidth consumption
on the cloud CDN is given by
Ψ =

M
∑
m=1

Lm

M
∑
l=1

alm rl =

M
∑
m=1

M
∑
max{
alm rl − Um Nm (1 − π0 ), 0}.

(10)

l=1

4.2 Optimal Request Dispatching Condition
The optimal caching conditions above are derived
given the request rates for dif∑
ferent chunks dispatched into each ISP m, M
a
l=1 lm rl,j , ∀cj ∈ C . We next study
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the best request distribution strategies (alm ’s, l = 1, . . . , M, m = 1, . . . , M ), which
minimizes (10) as follows:
min (10)
subject to:

M
∑

alm = 1, 1 ≤ l ≤ M,

(11)

m=1

alm ≥ 0, 1 ≤ l ≤ M, 1 ≤ m ≤ M.

(12)

We derive the suﬃcient conditions that alm ’s should satisfy, to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth usage in (10), considering a system where the overall peer
upload bandwidth
bandwidth needed to serve all the chunk
∑ is smaller than the ∑
M
requests, i.e., M
U
N
(1
−
π
)
<
m
m
0
m=1
l=1 rl (otherwise, there is no bandwidth
consumed in the cloud CDN and the case is of less interest). We have
(10) ≥ max{

M ∑
M
∑
[
alm rl − Um Nm (1 − π0 )], 0}
m=1 l=1

M ∑
M
∑
alm rl − Um Nm (1 − π0 )].
=
[

(13)

m=1 l=1

If we can ﬁnd alm ’s satisfying constraints (11), (12), as well as the following:
M
∑

alm rl ≥ Um Nm (1 − π0 ), 1 ≤ m ≤ M,

(14)

l=1

i.e., the request rate distributed into each ISP m is no smaller than the overall

peer bandwidth in the ISP, then we have
(10) =

M ∑
M
∑
[
alm rl − Um Nm (1 − π0 )],
m=1 l=1

which achieves the minimum cloud bandwidth consumption according to (13).
(14) together with (11) and (12) are referred to as the optimal request distribution conditions. An optimal request distributing strategy should generate a set
of alm ’s satisfying these conditions, and∑decide the request rate for each chunk j ,
to be dispatched into each ISP m, as M
l=1 alm rl,j . Then inside each ISP, if an
optimal peer caching strategy is applied, the minimum overall cloud bandwidth
consumption can be achieved.

5 Tradeoﬀ between Inter-ISP Traﬃc and Cloud Bandwidth Consumption

We now address the following questions: What is the minimum volume of necessary
inter-ISP traﬃc, in order to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth consumption?
What is the cloud bandwidth needed when there is no inter-ISP traﬃc allowed?
How does the change of inter-ISP traﬃc volume inﬂuence the cloud bandwidth
consumption? In our following analysis, we always assume that peers apply an
optimal caching strategy inside each ISP, when the request rates into the ISP are
given.
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5.1 Minimum Inter-ISP Traﬃc for Minimum Cloud Bandwidth Usage
The minimum inter-ISP traﬃc needed to achieve the minimum bandwidth consumption at the cloud CDN can be derived from the following optimization problem:
M
M
∑
∑
min
(1 − Lm )
alm rl
aml ’s m=1
l=1,l̸=m

subject to: constraints (11)(12)(14).
(15)

The ∑
objective function corresponds to the overall inter-ISP chunk delivery traﬃc
M
T = m=1 Tm , where alm rl is the number of chunk requests distributed from ISP
l to ISP m in one time unit, and alm rl (1 − Lm ) gives the actual number of chunks
to be served from peers in ISP m to peers in ISP l in one time unit, where Lm
is a function of alm ’s given by (8). The constraints in (14) guarantee that alm ’s
achieve minimum cloud bandwidth consumption. We give the optimal solutions
a∗lm ’s to this optimization problem in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The minimum inter-ISP traﬃc to achieve the minimum cloud band∑M
∑
∑
∗
∗
∗
= M
width consumption is T ∗ = m=1 Tm
m=1
l̸=m alm rl (1 − Lm ), where
L∗m = max{0,

∑M

∗
l=1 alm rl

− Um Nm (1 − π0 )

∑M

∗
l=1 alm rl

}

and a∗lm ’s are given as follows:
(i) For ISPs with suﬃcient upload bandwidth, i.e., Im = Um Nm (1 − π0 ) − rm ≥ 0,
a∗lm


l = m,

1 :
l ̸= m, Il ≥ 0,
= 0:

 min{ − ∑ Im I , ∑
s,Is <0

s

Im

t,It >0

It

l
}( −I
):
r
l

l ̸= m, Il ≤ 0.

(ii) For ISPs with insuﬃcient upload bandwidth, i.e., Im = Um Nm (1−π0 )−rm < 0,
a∗lm




 max{(1 −

=





0:

∑
−

I

t
−Im
rm
s,Is <0 Is
Um Nm (1−π0 )
rm

∑t,It >0

)(

)+
}:

Um Nm (1−π0 )
,
rm

l = m;

l ̸= m, 1 ≤ l ≤ M.

Detailed proof is given in Appendix E. The implications of a∗lm ’s values are as
follows: When an ISP m has suﬃcient peer upload bandwidth (Im = Um Nm (1 −
π0 ) − rm ≥ 0), its generated requests are served by its own upload bandwidth, and
no requests are distributed outside the ISP. The requests distributed into the ISP
do not exceed the upload bandwidth excess. L∗m = 0, ∀Im ≥ 0. When an ISP m’s
total peer upload bandwidth is not suﬃcient (Im = Um Nm (1 −π0 ) −rm < 0), it distributes part of requests to other ISPs with suﬃcient bandwidth in proportion to
their extent of bandwidth excess, i.e., a fraction of Il · min{ − ∑ 1 Is , ∑ 1 It }
s,Is <0

t,It >0

to ISP l. If the overall peer upload bandwidth exceeds or equals to the bandwidth demand for chunk requests, L∗m = 0, Ψm = 0, ∀Im < 0; if the overall peer
upload bandwidth is smaller than the bandwidth demand for chunk requests,
L∗m > 0, Ψm > 0, ∀Im < 0.
We can get the following conclusions from Theorem 2:
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– Under the following two cases, the minimum inter-ISP traﬃc can be 0 when the
minimum cloud bandwidth consumption is achieved, i.e., a win-win situation

for minimizing cloud bandwidth usage in edge clouds and minimizing interISP traﬃc among ISPs: (i) all ISPs have suﬃcient peer upload bandwidth, i.e.,
∀m, Im = Um Nm (1 − π0 ) − rm ≥ 0; (ii) all ISPs have insuﬃcient peer upload
bandwidth, i.e., ∀m, Im = Um Nm (1 − π0 ) − rm < 0.
– A more general case is that there exist both ISPs with suﬃcient peer upload
bandwidth (Im ≥ 0), and those with insuﬃcient peer upload bandwidth (Im <
0). For ISP m with insuﬃcient upload bandwidth, when the minimum cloud
bandwidth usage is achieved, the minimum inter-ISP traﬃc ﬂowing out can
∗
= 0, ∀Im < 0. For ISP m with suﬃcient upload bandwidth, the
be 0, i.e., Tm
minimum cloud bandwidth usage at its edge∑cloud is Ψ∑
m = 0, the minimum
inter-ISP traﬃc ﬂowing out of it is min{1, − l,Il <0 Il / t,It >0 It }Im .
– The traﬃc ﬂowing out of one ISP is proportional to Im = Um Nm (1 − π0 ) −
∑M
∑M
Nm (1 − π0 − j =1 πj ρj ) = Nm [(Um − 1)(1 − π0 ) + j =1 πj ρj ]. Hence, the interISP traﬃc ﬂowing out of ISP m is larger when more peers are active (π0 is
smaller), the average peer upload bandwidth is larger..

5.2 Cloud Bandwidth Usage Under No Inter-ISP Traﬃc Allowed
When there is no inter-ISP traﬃc allowed, no chunk requests are distributed out
of ISPs, i.e., amm = 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , alm = 0, l ̸= m, the minimum total cloud
bandwidth usage in the entire system is,

Ψ =

M
∑

max{0, rm − Um Nm (1 − π0 )}.

m=1

5.3 Impact of Inter-ISP Traﬃc on Cloud Bandwidth Usage
We next investigate how the volume of inter-ISP traﬃc aﬀects the cloud bandwidth
usage in cloud CDN. Suppose the maximally allowed inter-ISP traﬃc in the system
is T c . If T c ≥ T ∗ (given in Theorem 2), the ISP-aware chunk request distributing
algorithm above can be applied to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth usage
in the cloud CDN with an inter-ISP traﬃc volume at T ∗ ≤ T c . If T c < T ∗ ,
the minimum cloud bandwidth usage achievable can be derived by the following
optimization problem:
min(10)
subject to:

M
∑

(1 − Lm )

m=1

∑

alm rl = T c ,

l̸=m

constraints (11)(12).

Let aclm ’s denote the optimal solutions to the above optimization problem.
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When 0 < T c < T ∗ , for ISPs with insuﬃcient bandwidth to serve its own
requests (Im < 0), fewer requests are distributed to other ISPs in case that the
allowed inter-ISP traﬃc is T c , than those in case that the allowed inter-ISP traﬃc is
T ∗ , i.e., a∗mm < acmm < 1; for ISPs with suﬃcient bandwidth (Im ≥ 0), all requests
are served in the ISP, i.e., acmm = 1. Hence, the rates of requests distributed
into ISPs with insuﬃcient bandwidth (Im < 0) exceed their respective upload
bandwidth, i.e., acmm rm > a∗mm rm ≥ Um Nm (1 − π0 ), Lm > 0. the rates of requests
distributed into ISPs with suﬃcient bandwidth (Im ≥ 0) are smaller than their
∑M c
∑M ∗
respective upload bandwidth, i.e.,
l=1 alm rl ≤
l=1 alm rl ≤ Um Nm (1 − π0 ),
Lm = 0. The minimum cloud bandwidth usage is:
∑

Ψ =

M
∑
aclm rl − Um Nm (1 − π0 )]
[

m,Im <0 l=1

=−

∑

Im − T c .

m,Im <0

We can see that when the inter-ISP traﬃc is constrained below T ∗ , the systemwide chunk miss rate increases linearly with the decrease of the allowed inter-ISP
traﬃc volume.

6 A Hybrid P2P-Cloud Streaming Protocol

We next design a locality-aware VoD streaming protocol for hybrid P2P-cloud
CDN systems, which implements peer caching and request routing strategies that
fulﬁll the optimal conditions we derived in Sec. 4, and achieves minimum inter-ISP
traﬃc as well as minimum cloud bandwidth usage in the entire system.
The locality-aware P2P VoD protocol is based on a typical BitTorrent-like
P2P VoD streaming protocol (e.g., [Yang et al(2010)Yang, Chow, Golubchik, and
Bragg]), with chunk requests sent from peers to neighbors in diﬀerent ISPs with
diﬀerent probabilities, guided by the optimal request distribution strategy in Theorem 2. Like in most other P2P systems, we assume that there is one tracker server
provided by the content provider (which can be implemented by server(s) or virtual machine(s) in the cloud as well), which provides to each peer IP addresses of
other peers and the entry point to the edge cloud in the same ISP.
Tracker Protocol. The tracker maintains information of the active peers in
the system in M lists according to the ISPs they belong to (derived based on their
IP addresses), ActiveP eerSet1 , . . ., ActiveP eerSetM , and records the number of
active peers in each ISP, using Na (m), 1 ≤ m ≤ M . Peers within each active peer
set are sorted according to their arrival times.
In addition, the tracker uses vector r and I to record chunk request rate information and excess peer upload bandwidth information of the ISPs. It sets initial
values for chunk popularity distribution πj , 0 ≤ j ≤ J based on statistical results
from the past video viewing history, and updates the chunk popularity distribution periodically as follows: Each peer records the chunks it requested in a frame
of t0 time slots before the current time slot (the length of a time slot is 1 unit time), using vector (playedchunk(j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ J ), and sends the vector to the
tracker every t0 time slots, where t0 >> 1 is a protocol parameter. Based on the
vectors received, the tracker counts the proportion of chunk j being requested
as the new value of πj . Then the tracker updates each ISP’s chunk request rate
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∑
information r(m) = Na (m)[1 − Jj=1 πj ρj ], and each ISP’s excess bandwidth information I (m) = Na (m)Um − r(m). Here ρj is decided by the peer caching strategy
employed, e.g., ρj = Bπj when peers apply the LRU caching strategy.
When a peer p asks the tracker for a list of neighbors, the tracker sends M
sets of neighbors back, P eerSet1 , . . . , P eerSetM , where P eerSeti contains a list of
peers from ActiveP eerSeti with the closest arrival times to peer p’s. The tracker
also sends information on the entry point to the edge cloud located in the same ISP
as peer p, the chunk request information r and the excess bandwidth information
I with a time stamp to the peer.
Peer protocol. A peer divides its neighbors into M sets, N eighborSetm , 1 ≤
m ≤ M , according their ISPs. Each peer maintains a queue of received chunk
requests. Peers exchange information among each other on chunk availability and
current request queue sizes using a set of protocol messages similar to those in the
BitTorrent protocol, e.g., Have.
A peer in an ISP m where the total peer upload bandwidth is suﬃcient to
serve chunk requests from the same ISP (I (m) ≥ 0), sends out its chunk request
to a neighbor in the same ISP, which caches the chunk and currently has the
shortest queue of requests received, among all those caching the needed chunk. If
no neighbors in the same ISP have the chunk, the peer sends the request to the
edge cloud in its ISP.
A peer in an ISP m where the total peer upload bandwidth is insuﬃcient to
serve chunk requests from the∑same ISP, may send the request to the same ISI (t)
(m )
I (m)+r (m) I (m)+r (m)
P with probability max{(1 − − ∑t,I (t)>0 I (s) ) ( −I
,
}, or
r (m ) ) +
r (m )
r (m )
s,I (s)<0

to an ISP l with suﬃcient peer upload bandwidth (I (l) > 0) with probability
(m )
min{ − ∑ I (l) I (s) , ∑ I (l) I (t) }( −I
r (m) ). When the ISP to which the chunk res,I (s)<0

t,I (t)>0

quest should be sent is determined, the peer chooses among its neighbors in that
ISP one which caches the chunk and has the shorted request queue, and sends
the request to that speciﬁc neighbor. If no neighbors in the selected ISP have the
requested chunk, the peer downloads the chunk from the edge cloud in its own
ISP.
A deadline of service is stamped to each request sent out from a peer, indicating
the playback deadline of the requested chunk at the peer. Each peer sorts its queue
of received chunk requests by the deadlines and serves the requests based on their
urgency. The requests which can not be served before their deadlines are dropped,
and a requester will resend its chunk request to the edge cloud if no response is
received before the deadline.
Bandwidth usage in the cloud CDN. The VoD system exploits bandwidth
in the cloud CDN by a combination of reservation and on-demand usage. Every t0
time slots, the content provider calculates the average cloud bandwidth demand
per unit time at each edge cloud as follows: In an ISP m with suﬃcient peer upload bandwidth, the average upload bandwidth to reserve in its edge cloud Fm
is zero; in an ISP with∑insuﬃcient peer upload bandwidth, the cloud bandwidth
∑ I (m )
to reserve is max{0, − M
m=1 I (m)}
I (t) . Such reserved bandwidth is based
t,I (t)<0

on the average cloud bandwidth demand computed using our analytical models,
to guarantee basic server bandwidth provisioning in the VoD system. Extra bandwidth demand arising over time in the dynamic streaming system can be ﬂexibly
served by on-demand bandwidth consumption from the respective edge clouds.
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7 Performance evaluation

We implement our locality-aware P2P-cloud streaming protocol using an eventdriven simulator. Three diﬀerent peer selection strategies are evaluated, to compare their cloud bandwidth usage and inter-ISP traﬃc incurred: (1) ISP-aware
downloading peer selection as proposed in Sec. 6; (2) An uploading peer selection
strategy in which peers with the shortest service queue are selected as proposed
in [Yang et al(2010)Yang, Chow, Golubchik, and Bragg]; (3) A simple localitybased strategy where with a ﬁxed, large probability peers with the shortest service queue from the same ISP are selected as uploading peers and with a small
probability peers with the shortest service queue from other ISPs are selected as
uploading peers [158(2009)]. We also verify our analytical results by comparing
them with the simulation results.
The simulation settings are as follows: N = 10000 peers are distributed among
M = 10 ISPs. We model the peer distribution in diﬀerent ISPs using the Zipf+1)β
as in [Dai et al(2011)Dai,
Mandelbrot distribution function pm = ∑M(M (−m
M −m+1)β
m=1

Li, Liu, Li, and Jin], where the larger the absolute value of parameter β is, the more
skewed the distribution is among diﬀerent ISPs. The peer number inside ISP m is
Nm = pm N . There are 50 videos with equal size in the system. Each of these videos
is divided into 100 chunks. The total number of chunks in the system is J = 5000.
The stationary probability that a peer requests a chunk j can also be modeled by
using the Zipf-Mandelbrot model [Dai et al(2011)Dai, Li, Liu, Li, and Jin], with
1

πj =

α

∑J(j +q)

1
j =1 (j +q )α

, α = 0.78, q = 4. Each peer can cache at most B = 200 chunks. At

the beginning of each experiment, peers’ caches are initialized by placing chunks
in them according to the probability in Lemma 2. The LRU caching strategy is
applied at the peers. The video rate is one chunk per second. The average upload
bandwidth relative to the video rate in each ISP m is Um = 1 + γ−m
10 , 1 ≤ γ ≤ 10,
where γ is a parameter. The startup delay of playing a video is 10 seconds. We use
a daily periodicity user watching behavior for the number of active peers among
one day [Huang et al(2008)Huang, Fu, Chiu, Lui, and Huang].When a peer is not
online, the chunks stored in its cache are not refreshed, and they can be used to
serve other peers when the peer rejoins the system.

7.1 Comparison Among Diﬀerent Peer Selection Strategies
We ﬁrst compare the cloud bandwidth usage and the inter-ISP traﬃc incurred
using our proposed ISP-aware peer selection protocol in Sec. 6, the peer selection
strategy of selecting peers with the shortest service queue, the simple locality-based
strategy and our analytical results. In the simple locality-based strategy, peers select 80% of its neighbors in the same ISP, and uniformly randomly select the rest
20% from other ISPs. The inter-ISP traﬃc is measured as the average volume of
traﬃc in one second, relative to the video playback rate. The cloud bandwidth
usage is evaluated as the average proportion of bandwidth from the cloud CDN in the overall chunk download bandwidth required. The analytical results are
the computed required inter-ISP traﬃc and the minimum cloud bandwidth usage
based on Theorem 2.
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Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the inter-ISP traﬃc incurred and the cloud bandwidth
usage under diﬀerent average upload bandwidths in diﬀerent ISPs, with peer distribution parameter β = 0, i.e., peers are evenly distributed among diﬀerent ISPs,
and a proportion of 10% peers inactive. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show the inter-ISP
traﬃc incurred and the cloud bandwidth usage under diﬀerent peer distributions
in diﬀerent ISPs, with system-wide average peer upload bandwidth of 0.7, and a
proportion of 10% peers inactive.
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Fig. 3 (a) Inter-ISP traﬃc under diﬀerent peer upload bandwidth distributions. (b) Cloud
bandwidth usage under diﬀerent peer upload bandwidth distributions.
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Fig. 4 (a) Inter-ISP traﬃc under diﬀerent peer distributions. (b) Cloud bandwidth usage
under diﬀerent peer distributions.

In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a), we see that both our protocol and the simple localitybased strategy achieve much less inter-ISP traﬃc, as compared to the ISP-unaware
(Shortest Queue) peer selection strategy. We also ﬁnd that when peers’ upload
bandwidths are upgraded to a higher level, our protocol can reduce more interISP traﬃc with little impact on the cloud bandwidth usage, while the volume of
inter-ISP traﬃc under the random peer selection strategy and the simple localitybased strategy do not change much. In Fig. 3(b), when the average peer upload
bandwidth is small, our analytical result indicates larger cloud bandwidth usage
than the simulation results. This shows that a chunk is cached by its requested
peers with a larger probability in the simulations, than the theoretical one. The gap
could be due to the reason that the theoretical probability that a requested chunk
is in the peer’s cache is derived with the assumption that chunk requesting and
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chunk caching are independent (i.e., the probability that the requested chunk cj is
in the peer’s cache equals to the proportion of peers caching chunk cj ). Fig. 4(b)
shows that when the numbers of peers are unbalanced in diﬀerent ISPs and more
peers are in ISPs with smaller bandwidth (β = −3), the cloud bandwidth usage is
larger with the simple locality-based strategy. In all cases, our protocol achieves
the cloud bandwidth consumption, close to that computed using our analytical
results.
Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) further plot the cloud bandwidth usage and inter-ISP
traﬃc in two day’s time, under the three peer selection strategies, using γ = 1
and β = 0. Fig. 5(a) shows that the cloud bandwidth usage under our protocol is
always the smallest among all three protocols. Fig. 5(b) shows that the inter-ISP
traﬃc under our protocol is less than that under the other two strategies, which
means unnecessary inter-ISP traﬃc is minimized by our protocol.
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Fig. 5 (a) Cloud bandwidth usage in one day under diﬀerent peer selection strategies. (b)
Inter-ISP traﬃc in one day under diﬀerent peer selection strategies.

7.2 Inter-ISP Traﬃc vs. Cloud Bandwidth Usage
In Fig. 6, we evaluate the relationship between the minimum cloud bandwidth
usage and the maximally allowed overall inter-ISP traﬃc (T c in Sec. 5.3) using
our protocol, under diﬀerent peer distribution and upload bandwidth levels in the
system. We observe that in general, the cloud bandwidth usage is smaller when
more inter-ISP traﬃc is allowed. The cloud bandwidth usage in the two cases of
(1) β = 0.5, γ = 3 and (2) β = 1, γ = 3 is larger than that in the two cases of (3)
β = 0.5, γ = 6 and (4) β = 1, γ = 6, since the upload bandwidth in the system is
higher in the latter two cases. The cloud bandwidth consumption decreases to 0
as inter-ISP traﬃc increases above a speciﬁc volume, in systems of suﬃcient peer
upload bandwidth.

8 Related Work

Hybrid P2P-cloud architectures have been proposed for content distribution in recent years, to exploit both the scalability and cost eﬀectiveness of a P2P solution,
and the reliability and performance guarantee delivered by a cloud infrastructure.
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Wu et al. [Wu et al(2011)Wu, Wu, Li, Qiu, and Lau] analyze the equilibrium server capacity demand from the cloud under a client-server VoD model, and propose
dynamic cloud storage and VM provision algorithms. Li et al. [Li et al(2012)Li,
Zhang, Huang, Zhang, and Dai] propose a cloud bandwidth allocation algorithm among all peer swarms to maximize the aggregate downloading bandwidth
at peers, over a small amount of cloud bandwidth. Trajkovska et al. [Trajkovska
et al(2010)Trajkovska, Salvachua, and Velasco] present functions to calculate the
quality of service in hybrid P2P-cloud streaming, for the providers to better monitor the dynamic QoS changes. Payberah et al. [Payberah et al(2012)Payberah,
Kavalionak, Kumaresan, Montresor, and Haridi] propose to assist live streaming
through a cloud, in order to guarantee the QoS of live streaming with the minimal
cloud usage cost. Cervino et al. [Cervino et al(2011)Cervino, Rodriguez, Trajkovska, Velasco, and Salvachua] prove the beneﬁts of deploying virtual machines in
clouds to aid P2P streaming, by measuring the QoS improvement using testing
experiments. These work do not address traﬃc localization in a hybrid P2P-cloud
content distribution system. Our work aims to derive the optimal peer caching and
optimal request distribution strategies in an ISP-aware P2P protocol, to achieve
the minimal bandwidth consumption in the cloud CDN, and to incur the minimum
inter-ISP traﬃc.
ISP-aware P2P protocol design is one of the solutions to resolve the tussles
between P2P applications and ISPs. Several work have designed ISP-aware P2P
protocols [Wang et al(2008)Wang, Huang, and Li] [Dai et al(2011)Dai, Li, Liu, Li,
and Jin]. Wang et al. [Wang et al(2008)Wang, Huang, and Li] formulate the optimal
ISP-aware rate allocation problem in peer-assisted VoD streaming as a 3-stage
optimization problem, to minimize server load, to minimize ISP-unfriendly traﬃc,
and to maximize peer prefetching rates, respectively. The optimization formulation
allows diﬀerent tradeoﬀs between the server bandwidth and the ISP-unfriendly
traﬃc. Dai et al. [Dai et al(2011)Dai, Li, Liu, Li, and Jin] study collaborative ISP
caching strategies for the reduction of inter-ISP traﬃc. The resource allocation
mechanism, e.g., the allocation of storage and upload bandwidth of the cache
servers, is designed with awareness of inter-ISP traﬃc and ISP policies. However,
none of these work quantiﬁes the tradeoﬀ among traﬃc locality and server capacity
usage. In this paper, we study the fundamental relationship between the server
bandwidth and inter-ISP traﬃc in a hybrid P2P-cloud system, which was not
addressed by any of the previous work.
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The caching strategies in VoD streaming have signiﬁcant impact on the streaming performance, which have been studied in the literature [Zhou et al(2011)Zhou,
Fu, and Chiu] [Wu and Lui(2011)] [Wu and Li(2009)] [Tan and Massoulié(2011)].
Zhou et al. [Zhou et al(2011)Zhou, Fu, and Chiu] assume that a peer downloading a movie issues a downloading request to all peers caching the movie. A peer
evenly divides its upload bandwidth to serve all the outstanding requests. A random load balancing algorithm is proposed. The upper and lower bounds of the
required server capacity is derived under random downloading request arrivals.
Wu et al. [Wu and Lui(2011)] analyze the optimal replication ratio in a multivideo P2P VoD system. Peers arriving earlier can upload contents to later peers
watching the same video. The deﬁcit upload bandwidth that can not be supplied
by peers watching the same video is supplemented by peers who have cached the
video earlier. They derive that the optimal cache replication ratio is proportional
to the deﬁcit bandwidth. Wu et al. [Wu and Li(2009)] use optimal control theory
and dynamic programming to construct the optimal cache replacement strategy.
Their simulations show that the simplest algorithms such as LRU have a close-tooptimal performance compared to the optimal strategy. In this paper, we follow
the loss network model in [Tan and Massoulié(2011)], but diﬀerences are apparent:
(i) we use it to model P2P VoD streaming, while [Tan and Massoulié(2011)] applies
the loss network to model a distributed server network; (ii) we propose a general
optimal caching condition based on the loss network model, while [Tan and Massoulié(2011)] has proven the optimality of a proportional-to-product placement
strategy.

9 Conclusions

This paper targets an in-depth theoretical study of the relationship between interISP traﬃc and cloud bandwidth usage in hybrid P2P-Cloud VoD streaming systems, as well as practical locality-aware, hybrid P2P-cloud streaming protocol
design based on the theoretical insights. We propose optimal peer caching and
request distribution conditions for achieving the minimum cloud bandwidth usage
in the cloud CDN. We analyze the minimum volume of inter-ISP traﬃc required to
achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth, as well as how diﬀerent levels of restricted inter-ISP traﬃc inﬂuence the cloud bandwidth usage. We show that when the
allowed inter-ISP traﬃc is restricted below the minimum volume to achieve the
minimum cloud bandwidth, the cloud bandwidth usage increases linearly with the
decrease of the allowed inter-ISP traﬃc. We also design a practical, locality-aware
P2P streaming protocol, to achieve the minimum cloud bandwidth usage and the
minimum inter-ISP traﬃc in a hybrid P2P-cloud system. Simulations under realistic settings verify the performance of our protocol.

A Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: Denote the graph as G = (V, E). We ﬁrst construct an S-T cut of the graph Cst =
(F , L), a partition of nodes V with source node S ∈ F and destination node T ∈ L. The
cut set of Cst is the set {(u, v) ∈ E|u ∈ F , v ∈ L}. We construct a cut set as follows:
We can divide xm,j ’s, 1 ≤ j ≤ J, into two classes according to whether xm,j is equal to
∑M
∑M
∑M
l=1 alm rl,j or smaller than
l=1 alm rl,j : C1 = {cj |xm,j =
l=1 alm rl,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J}, and
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∑M
C2 = {cj |xm,j <
l=1 alm rl,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J}. There is not enough peer upload bandwidth in
ISP m to serve chunks in set C2 . From the KKT conditions, we can see that for all A which
includes cj ∈ C1 , we have ϵA = 0 according to KKT condition (7); for A = C2 , we have
∑
∑
(i)
cj ∈C2 xm,j = Um ·
i:si ∩C2 ̸=∅ Nm according to KKT condition (6). According to KKT
condition (6), we have ϵC2 > 0. The nodes are partitioned into two sets. The set including
source node is F = {source node S, all nodes in C2 , and nodes in Θ that are connected to
nodes in C2 }, the set including destination node is L = {all other nodes in the graph not in F
}.
Now let us see the capacity of the constructed cut set. The cut set includes all the edges
connecting S with all nodes in C1 , and all the edges connecting T with the nodes in Θ which
are∑connected
∑ to nodes in C2 . The capacity of all the edges connecting S with all nodes in C1
is cj ∈C1 M
l=1 alm rl,j , the capacity of all the edges connecting T with the nodes in Θ which
∑
∑
(i)
(i)
are connected to nodes in C2 is Um · i:si ∩C2 ̸=∅ Nm . As we have Um · i:si ∩C2 ̸=∅ Nm =
∑
∑M
c ∈C xm,j , xm,j =
l=1 alm rl,j , ∀cj ∈ C1 , the total capacity of the cut set is equal to
∑Jj 2
x
.
m,j
j=1
The capacity of this cut set equals to the number of total concurrently served requests
obtained by solving the KKT conditions. We prove that this cut is the minimum cut in the
graph. Applying the min-cut max-ﬂow theorem, we can then show that the number of total
concurrently served requests is the maximum ﬂow.
On one hand, if F , the set including S, contains a node cj from C1 , since the overall amount
of ﬂow from cj to nodes in Θ is equal to the capacity of the edge from S to cj , the capacity of
the new cut set is no smaller than that of the original cut set with F excluding nodes from C1 .
When all nodes in Θ connecting to cj are included together with cj in the set F, the capacity
∑
∑
(i)
of the new cut is increased by Um · si :cj ∈si Nm − M
l=1 alm rl,j ≥ 0, cj ∈ C1 , according to
KKT condition (4).
On the other hand, if the set including source node S excludes a node ck in C2 , the edge
(F , ck ) will be added into the new cut set, the capacity of the new cut set is increased by
∑M
l=1 alm rl,j . If a node si in Θ connecting to ck is excluded with ck together from the set
including source node S, the edges (F , cj ) with cj ∈ si will be added into the new cut set,
the edge (si , L) will be deleted from the new cut set. Hence, the capacity of new cut set will
∑
∑M
(i)
be increased by
j:cj ∈si
l=1 alm rl,j − Um Nm , which is larger than 0 since chunks in C2
do not receive enough peer upload bandwidth to be served. Hence, the capacity of new cut set
increases.
∑J
Therefore, the cut we construct with capacity
j=1 xm,j is the minimum cut. Applying
the min-cut max-ﬂow theorem, we have proved that the number of total concurrently served
requests is equal to the maximum bipartite ﬂow.
⊓
⊔

B Proof of Lemma 1
(i)

Proof: When Nm ’s satisfy (9), let ϵA = 0 for all A ⊂ C, and ϵA = max{0, ln ηm } for A = C.
∑M
∑
l=1 alm rl,j
It is easy to verify that xm,j = min{ M
}, 1 ≤ j ≤ J, are solutions to
l=1 alm rl,j ,
η
m

∑J

j=1
the KKT conditions in Sec. 3.2. Hence, the average chunk miss rate is Lm = 1 − ∑M

1−

∑
∑M
min{1, η1 } J
l=1 alm rl,j
m∑ j=1
M a
r
l=1 lm l

l=1

= 1 − min{1,

1
}
ηm

= max{0, 1 −

1
}.
ηm

xm,j

alm rl

=
⊓
⊔

C Proof of Lemma 2
Proof: We prove the caching strategy in Lemma 2 satisﬁes the optimal cache condition (9) in
Lemma 1, by induction.
(i) When |A| > J − B, the intersection between any cache state si , 1 ≤ i ≤ W , and A is
∑
∑
not empty. Hence, the L.H.S of (9) equals to cj ∈A M
l=1 alm rl,j , which is smaller than the
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∑
R.H.S of (9), ηm · Um · Nm = M
l=1 alm rl .
(ii) Let Ak denote the set |A| = k. When |A| = J − B, we use AJ−B to denote A. Let ĀJ−B
be the complementary set of AJ−B . |ĀJ−B | = B. The intersection between the cache state
si = ĀJ−B and AJ−B is empty.
∑
(i)
R.H.S of (9) = ηm · Um (Nm −
Nm )
i:si =ĀJ−B

∏

= ηm · Um (Nm − Nm ·

ρj )

cj ∈ĀJ−B

≥ ηm · Um (Nm − Nm · ( ∑M

B
alm rl

l=1

∏

)B

≥ ηm · Um (Nm − Nm · ( ∑M
≥

M
∑

M
∑

)

M
∑

∑

cj ∈ĀJ−B

∑M
l=1

B
∑M

∑

cj ∈ĀJ−B
∑M
l=1

alm rl,j ) · (

cj ∈ĀJ−B l=1

l=1

≥

∑

alm rl − (

·(

B

alm rl

l=1

alm rl,j )

cj ∈ĀJ−B l=1

∑

B

M
∑

l=1

alm rl,j

alm rl,j

alm rl

)B )

)B−1

alm rl,j = L.H.S of (9)

cj ∈AJ−B l=1

(iii) For k ≤ J − B, suppose all Ak ’s satisfy (9). Consider the case for any Ak−1 . Let us
consider a speciﬁc Ak−1 , there are (J − k + 1) chunks cj ∈
/ Ak−1 . For any cj ∈
/ Ak−1 , we can
construct an Ak = cj ∪ Ak−1 . Hence, we get (J − k + 1) sets of Ak ’s. Let A1k , A2k , . . . , AkJ−k+1
denote them. For each Ak , we apply (9),
M
∑ ∑
cj ∈Atk

∑

alm rl,j ≤ ηm · Um ·

(i)

Nm , 1 ≤ t ≤ J − k + 1.

i:Atk ∩si ̸=∅

l=1

Sum up all the (J − k + 1) inequalities, we have,
J−k+1
∑
t=1

M
∑ ∑

alm rl,j

cj ∈Atk l=1

= (J − k + 1)

∑

M
∑

cj ∈Ak−1 l=1

≤

J−k+1
∑

M
∑

alm rl,j

cj ∈A
/ k−1 l=1

∑

ηm · U m ·

∑

alm rl,j +

(i)

Nm

i:Atk ∩si ̸=∅

t=1

∑

= (J − k + 1)ηm · Um

i:Ak−1 ∩si ̸=∅

∑

+ ηm · U m

(i)

Nm

(i)

Nm .

i:si ∩Ak−1 =∅

Hence,
(J − k + 1)

∑

M
∑

alm rl,j +

cj ∈Ak−1 l=1

≤ (J − k + 1)ηm · Um

∑

M
∑

+ ηm · Um (Nm −

i:Ak−1 ∩si ̸=∅

(i)

Nm
(i)

Nm ).

∑

M
∑

cj ∈Ak−1 l=1

l=1

i:Ak−1 ∩si ̸=∅

∑

alm rl −

alm rl,j
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We have
∑

M
∑

alm rl,j ≤ ηm · Um

cj ∈Ak−1 l=1

∑

(i)

Nm .

i:Ak−1 ∩si ̸=∅

Hence, Lemma 2 is proven.

⊓
⊔

D Proof of Lemma 3
Proof: Suppose each peer’s cache contains B ordered positions, to cache B chunks. Consider
chunk j’s position in a peer’s cache n time units after the peer starts playing videos, under the
LRU algorithm, which is denoted by sjn . We ﬁrst derive the position transition probabilities,
and then the stationary-state probability of a peer caching chunk cj .
∑
Recall that a peer has a probability J
j=1 πj ρj to replay a cached chunk. The probability
∑
of downloading and playing a new chunk is 1 − π0 − J
j=1 πj ρj . We assume a chunk being
played (no matter newly downloaded or already cached) is put into position 1 in the cache.
In case of a new download, the chunk in the last position of the cache, position B, will be
evicted, and positions of all other cached chunks will be increased by 1 (LRU algorithm). In
case of replaying a cached chunk, positions of chunks cached before this one, will be increased
by 1. Given sjn , we can derive the probability distribution of chunk j’s position at time n + 1,
i.e., sjn+1 . For 2 ≤ b ≤ B,
P r[sjn+1 = b|sjn ] =
P r[cj ’s position increases by 1|sjn = b − 1] · P r[sjn = b − 1]
+ P r[cj ’s position does not change|sjn = b] · P r[sjn = b].
The event that chunk j’s position increases by 1 when sjn = b − 1 can be divided into two
disjoint cases: (i) when the peer plays a new chunk, and (ii) when the peer replays a chunk
cached at a position behind b − 1:
P r[cj ’s position increases by 1|sjn = b − 1] =
∑
∑
(1 − π0 −
πi ρi ) +
πi · P r[sin > b − 1].
i̸=j

i̸=j

The event that chunk j’s position does not change when sjn = b happens when the peer
replays a chunk cached at a position ahead of b:
∑
P r[cj ’s position does not change|sjn = b] = π0 +
πi P r[sin < b].
i̸=j

Hence,

{

∑
(1 − π0 − i̸=j πi ρi )
}
∑
+ i̸=j πi · P r[sin > b − 1] · P r[sjn = b − 1]
∑
+{π0 + i̸=j πi P r[sin < b]} · P r[sjn = b].
P r[sjn+1 = b|sjn ] =

(16)

Equation (16) shows that the next position of chunk j is only related to the previous
position of chunk j. We can use a Markov chain to model the change of chunk j’s positions:
state b, 1 ≤ b ≤ B, represents that chunk j is at position b in the peer’s cache; state 0 denotes
that chunk j is not in the peer’s cache; P r[sjn+1 = b|sjn = b − 1] is the transition probability
from state b − 1 to state b for chunk j. Using this Markov chain model, we can analyze the
stationary-state distribution of chunk j’s position in a peer’s cache.
Let sj denote the stationary-state position of chunk j when n goes to inﬁnity. Based on
equation (16), for 2 ≤ b ≤ B, we have,
∑
∑
∑
i
P r[sj = b] = (1 − π0 − i̸=j πi ρi + i̸=j πi B
p=b P r[sn = p])
∑
∑
j
i
·P r[sj = b − 1] + (π0 + i̸=j πi b−1
p=1 P r[sn = p]) · P r[s = b].
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As πi ρi = πi

∑B
p=1

P r[sin = p], hence,

P r[sj = 1] = P r[sj = 2] = . . . = P r[sj = B].
(17)
This implies that a chunk is cached in diﬀerent positions with an equal probability in the
steady state.
For b = 1, P r[sj = 1] is the stationary probability that chunk j is cached at position 1 in
the peer’s cache, which equals to the stationary probability that a peer in the VoD system is
requesting and playing chunk j that we have deﬁned earlier, i.e., πj .
Therefore, under the LRU algorithm, the probability that a peer caches chunk j is B ·
P r[sj = 1] = B · πj , the proportion of peers caching chunk j is ρj = B · πj as well. This is the
optimal cache distribution proposed in Lemma 2.
⊓
⊔

E Proof of Theorem 2
Proof: Consider two cases:
1) The overall upload bandwidth of peers in the system is no smaller than the bandwidth
∑
∑M
demand
for serving all the chunk requests, i.e., M
m=1 Um Nm (1 − π0 ) ≥
l=1 rl . In this case,
∑
−

∑t,It >0

It

s,Is <0

Is

≥ 1. Hence, for ISPs with Im > 0,

l = m,

1 :
l ̸= m, Il ≥ 0,
a∗lm = 0 :

l
 ∑ Im I ( −I
) : l ̸= m, Il ≤ 0.
r
t,It >0

t

l

for ISPs with Im < 0,
{
a∗lm =

Um Nm (1−π0 )
rm

:
l = m;
l ̸= m, 1 ≤ l ≤ M.

0:

∑
∗
First, we can verify that a∗ml ’s satisfy constraints (??): for ISPs with Im < 0,∑ M
l=1 alm rl =
−
∑M ∗
l,Il <0 Il
∗
∑
amm rm = Um Nm (1 − π0 ); for ISPs with Im ≥ 0,
Im ≤
l=1 alm rl = rm +
I
t,It >0

t

Um Nm (1 − π0 ). Hence, in any ISP, the total number of requests is fewer than or equal to the
available peer upload bandwidth. L∗m = 0 for 1 ≤ m ≤ M , which means a∗ml ’s achieve the
minimum system-wide chunk miss∑rate. ∑
∑M ∑
M
∗
∗
∗
Second, we show that T ∗ =
m=1
l̸=m alm · rl =
m=1
l̸=m alm · rl · (1 − Lm ) =
∑M
∑
∗
(1
−
a
)
·
r
=
[r
−
U
N
(1
−
π
)]
is
the
minimum
inter-ISP
traﬃc
m
m m
0
mm
m=1
m,Im <0 m
to achieve the minimum chunk miss rate, by contradiction. Suppose there are a set of a′lm ’s,
diﬀerent from a∗lm ’s, satisfying the constraints and inducing the volume of inter-ISP traﬃc
T ′ < T ∗ , and still achieving the minimum chunk miss rate, L′m = L∗m = 0 for 1 ≤ m ≤ M .
∑M
∑
∑
′
∗
′
′
′
T′ = M
m=1 (1 − amm ) · rm < T . Hence, there exists amm >
m=1
l̸=m alm · rl · (1 − Ll ) =
∑
′
a∗mm . If Im ≥ 0, then a′mm > a∗mm = 1, this contradicts with M
a
=
1;
if
I
<
0,
then
m
l=1 lm
Um ∑M
′ r
′
′ = 0.
a′mm > a∗mm = Nm
,
a
≥
a
·
r
>
N
U
,
this
contradicts
with
L
m
m m
mm
m
l=1 lm m
rm
∑
Hence, such a′lm ’s do not exist. a∗lm ’s are the optimal solutions. T ∗ = m,Im <0 (rm − Um Nm )
is the minimum volume of inter-ISP traﬃc.
2) The overall upload bandwidth of peers in the system is smaller than the bandwidth
∑
∑M
demand
for serving all the chunk requests, i.e., M
l=1 rl . In this case,
m=1 Um Nm (1 − π0 ) <
∑
−

∑t,It >0

It

s,Is <0

Is

< 1. Hence, for ISPs with Im > 0,

l = m,

1 :
l ̸= m, Il ≥ 0,
a∗lm = 0 :

l
 − ∑ Im
( −I
):
I
r
−s,Is <0

for ISPs with Im < 0,


 (1 −
a∗lm =


0:

∑
−

∑t,It >0

s

It

s,Is <0

Is

l

l ̸= m, Il ≤ 0.

m
)( −I
)+
r
m

:
l = m;
l ̸= m, 1 ≤ l ≤ M.

Um Nm (1−π0 )
,
rm
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It

∑

It

a∗lm rl = rm +Im · − ∑t,It >0 I = Im ( − ∑t,It >0 I −1)+
s
s
∑ s,Is <0∗
∑s,Is <0 ∗
Um Nm (1 − π0 ) > Um Nm (1 − π0 ). For ISPs with Im ≥ 0, M
a
r
=
r
+
a
m
l
l=1 lm
l,Il <0 lm rl =
rm + Im = Um Nm (1 − π0 ). Hence, a∗lm ’s satisfy condition (14). For ISPs with Im < 0, L∗m > 0;
for ISPs with Im ≥ 0, L∗m = 0.
∑M ∑
∑
∑
∗
∗
∗
Second, we show T ∗ =
m=1
l̸=m alm · rl · (1 − Lm ) =
m,Im ≥0
l̸=m alm rl =
∑
∑
∑
∑ Im
(−Il ) =
m,Im ≥0
l,Il <0 −
m,Im >0 Im is the minimum inter-ISP traﬃc. SupI
First, for ISPs with Im < 0,

s,Is <0

l=1

s

pose there are a set of a′lm ’s, diﬀerent from a∗lm ’s, satisfying the optimal chunk request routing
∑
∑M ∗
′
constraints in (14). Hence, for ISPs with Im ≥ 0, M
l=1 alm rl ≥
l=1 alm rl = Um Nm (1 − π0 ).
∑
∑
∑M
∑M ′
Um Nm (1−π0 )
′ ·r ·(1−L ) =
′
We have T ′ = M
a
(
a
r
m
l
l
m=1
l̸=m lm
m=1
l=1 lm −amm rm )· ∑M a′ ·rl ≥
l=1 lm
∑
m,I

>0

∑ m′
∑
Um Nm (1−π0 )
Um Nm (1−π0 )
′
′
( M
l=1 alm rl − amm rm ) · ∑M a′ ·rl ≥
m,Im >0 [Um Nm (1 − π0 ) − amm rm ∑M a′ ·rl ] ≥
l=1 lm
l=1 lm
∑
∑
∑
M
∗
′
′
m,Im >0 [Um Nm (1 − π0 ) − rm ] =
m,Im >0 Im = T , as amm ≤ 1 and
l=1 alm rl ≥
Um Nm (1 − π0 ). So, T ∗ is the minimum inter-ISP traﬃc.
⊓
⊔
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